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*The DEPUTY .PRESIDENT took the Chair
at 4.30 p~m., sad read prayers.

QEJESTION-TREASUREWS FINANCIAL
STATEMENT.

Hon. A. SANDERSON (without. notice) asked
.the Honorary Minister: fleDes the leader of the
House propose to follow. our usual procedure
by adjourning this evening in connection with
the Financial Statement to he made in another
place?2

The HONORARY MINISTER:- Yes.

QUESTION-DROYWIN ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.,

Hon. Sir E. H. WITTENOOM (mithout notice)
asked the Honorary Minister: Will the hon.
gentleman obtain for the House. reliable legal
information with regard! to the following point
arisig in connection with the Droving Act

Amendment Bill ? Suppose a road runs through
a farming district between two fences, would
that "cd he a run ? Souppose a man has a farm
of 2,000 acres, and has 1,000 acres on one side
of the road anid 1,000 acres on the other, and a
drover cornea along the road, which has a fence
,on . ach side ; Is that drover technically or lcgsdy
passing tlrciugh that map's run, and in such
a ease has he to send a statutory notice to the
owner?7 According to the Bill as it now stands,
a drover com~ing within 10 miles of a homestead
must send a notice to the owner. I believe that
the giving of the information for which I have
asked would facilitate discussion.

The HONORARY MINISTER replied: It
is unlikely that the Dtoving Act Amendment
Bill will reach the Committee stage to-day. I
shall have pleasure in furnishing the information
desired by the hon. moember when the Bill is
bei*i dealt with next week.

BIL-KACGOORLIN FRIENDLY
SOCIETIES INVESTMENT VALIDATION.
Report of Committee adopted.

BILL-DIVORCE AMENDMENT,
In Committee.

Resumed from the previous sitting; R on.
J. F. Allen in the Chair; Hon. J1. Nicholson in
charge of the Bi3l.

Clause. 7-Amendment of Section 23 of pria.
cipal Act (partly considered).

Clause put and, passed.

Ron.' J. NICHOLSON. I ihove-

That consideration of Clauses 8, 9, and 10
be deferred until after the consfideration of
the now clause, to stand as' Clause 12, of
which notice has been given by the Hon.
J. W. Kirwan.
Motion put and pawsed ; the clauses postponed.

-New clause:

* Hon. J. W. KIRWAN: This new clause
is, I think, of greater importance than any
other provision of the Bill. Its purpose is to
provide that in all cases of divorce the court
must first be satisfied that an effort has been
made to conciliate the parties. It has been
drafted with cons iderable care and patience,
and I think it explains itself.' I move an amend-
ment-

* That the following be added to stand as
Clause 12 :-(1) Before a petition for dis-
solution of marriage is filed, notice of intention
to file the petition shall be lodged in the
central office of the Supreme Court. (2) Such
notice shall set out the names of the proposed
petitioner and responddnt, and the ground
upon which a dissolution of the marriage iU
sought. (3) The proposed petitioner, on being
required so to do, shall attend before a judge
at a, tiue and place to ho appointed, and shal
relate @the circumstances under which relief
ajs sought. If, after the judge has conferred
with the proposed petitioner, such per-son
still desires to proceed with the petition, the
judge may issue the certificate referred to in
Subsection (5) 'or adjourn the inquiry, and
by summons require the proposed respondent
to attend before him with a view to a re-
donciliatien between the parties. (4) Whene
by reason of distance of residence of the
proposed petitioner or respondent, or for otheir
sufficient cause, it appears to a judge that the
inquiry should be held at a piece where he
cannot conveniently attend, the judge mnay
delegate his functions under this section -to a
resident magistrate. (5) A petition for dis
solution of marriage shall net be filed unless
it is certified in writing by a.judge, or by s
resident magistrate acting under authority
delegated to him s aforesaid, that the petitiones1
has been heard under the provisions of this
suction, and that a recpneiliation has not
been effected. (F)) All ptoocing4 under this
section shall be held in camera, and the pantics
sall attend in person and shall net he re.
presented by any legal practitioner or agent.
The record of such proceedings shall not be
open to public inspection.

In drafting the new clause, I have had several
interviews with -the Solicitor General, who bee
gone to considerable trouble. I have discujssed
it with several lawyers. Twq, of. the most

M repeted lawyers in this. State have said it wil
do good and eqanot possibly do harm. On the

other hand, one 7equally respected 'lawyer ex-
pressed the contrary view. The new clause
mnay be objected'to on the ground that it is ain
innovation, hut uhiea we introduce innovationA
there can he no reforma. This is not such ar
innovation 4ts it' might s~ppear to be at fuel
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sight. Means to effect reconciliation, before the
extreme flop of divorce proceedings is taken,
have been adopted in France, One of .the
* awyers I interviewed was educated in France
mid he informed me that it had worked well
there. However, no records are kept of the
preliminary proceedings and one. cannot as-
certain the number of otases in which reconciliation
has been effected. The same idea, is expressed
in Our industrial uontracts--conciliation before
arbitration. When coneiliation. is applied to
an industrial conitract, it is reasonable, before
we sever the most serious contract anyone can
uandertake-the marriage contract-that the
court should have evidence that an attempt
has been made to reconcile the parties. We have
heard of parties to a divorce 'subsequently
remarrying. Surely such divorce was due to
a misunderstanding or to a failure to bring the
parties together, This principle also exists 'in
legal procedure. In many cases, leave must be
obtained to appeal, and this new clause prac-
tically amounts to leave to proceed in the
divorce court. When persons seek divorce,
reputable lawyers endeavour to reconcile the
parties and, i n many cases, successfully, but
however persuasive a lawyer might be, he would
not carry the same weight and influence as a
Supreme Court . judge. The procedure laid
down is simple. A shre' wd judge could impress
upon the parties the gravity of the step con-
templated and how it would affect their lives and
the future of their children. In a large number
of cases the judge would grant a certificate
straight away, as for instance, in cases of insanity
and desertion. But if, ink only a -percentage of
cases, the parties eould be reconciled, tremendous
good would be the outcome. I have heard no
sound argument against my proposal and I hope
it will be adopted.

Ron. J. NICHOLSON: Many arguments may
be advanced in favour of the new clause.

The Honorary Minister: Junt as many against
it.

Ron. J. NICHOLSON: There are many
against it. One must recognise that, if necon-
ciliations can be effected between couples who
have become estranged, it. is our duty to try
to effe~ct them. 'I am a lawyer, and there are
various points at issue between Mr. Kirwan
and myself. When we seek to introduce a
principle which would represent a 'serious de-
parture from the system of jurisprudence founded
on old established practice--

Hlon. J. W. Hickey:. Thit is an argument in
favour of an alteration.

Hon. J. NICHOLSON:. When we begin to
alter an established practice in law, one cannot
tell how far-reaching the effect might be. There-
fone, I hesitate to acc~pt the new clause. I
appreciate the motive underlying it.

Ron. J. W. Kirwan: If the hon. member
were not. a lawyer, he Would accept it. Is not
that soI

Hon. S. NICHOLSON: Deing a lawyer, 1
may detect dangers which are not apparent to the
layman. 'There are ether grounds against the
new clause. Before proceedings could be started,
it would be necessary for a notice to .be filed.
That would mean bringing the parties before a

*judge or magistrate and would entail an increase
in cost. Now one of the things that a lawyer

-does abhor is any increase in -costs.

Hon. J.. J. Holmes: Not if he is getting them.
Hen, J. NICHOLSON : There has actually

been an effort by the legal fraternity, not only
herebut in the Old Country, to. make applications
of this nature cheaper instead of more expensive.
The new clause will have & diametrically opposite
effect to those admirable desires.

Hon. J. W. Kinvan:- Could not anyone give
notice of intention ?

Hun. J. NICHOLSON: Yes, but when a bus-
band and. wife have become estranged, what
is the position?

Hon.. J: W. Kirwan:- Would net the court
have a, printed form ?

Hon. J. NICHOLSON : The court may or
may not. When a couple become estranged,
the lawyer for the time being is a doctor to them.
If a reconciliation eculd be effected, I admit
a, good thing would be accomplished. Every
decent lawyer endeavours to bring about-a
reconciliation at all times. The question is,
would the proposed inquiry before the judge
be more beneficial than interviews the parties
would have through their respective lawyers.
A great deal can be said in support of the sugges-
tion made by Mr. Kirwan, that the fact of the
parties being summoned befqo a judge might
have some influence, but 'if the parties are
determined not to live together again-.

Hon. J, W. Kirwan: No harm will be dune.
Hon. R. J. Lynn:- Would any goed be done?
Ron. J. NICHOLSON: It is questionable

whether any actual good would be done. It
would mean a certain amount of delay and
added expense and departing from what is the
.established procedure which has been observed
for many years past, and it would be a most
serious thing to make that departure witheut
going more thoroughly into the matter.
* Hon. J. J. HOLMES: I cantnot support the
amendment. I do not think it is the duty of a
supreme court judge to get mixed up in a quarrel
between husband and wife. The hen, member
referred to our arbitration courts, but the judge
in en arbitration court does not decide that a
certain man will have to work with a certain
employer or vice versa. He merely decides the
hours and the rates. of pay. No judge has
ever yet attempted to dictate that an employer
ghould employ a certain individual or that an
individual most work for-a particular employer.
In this case a judge will be asked to make a.
husband live with his wife when the wife has
no longer any desire to live with her husband.
With all due respect to the profession to which
the hon. member, who is rosponsible f(or the
Bill, belongs, I desire to say that there are

Ilawyers and tlawyers. My experience is that all
are anxious to earn all the fees they can and
the proposed amendment will add to the costs.
Leave will be obtained to appeal and that will
go through the lawyer, and the lawyer will
charge a fee for it. Then there is the cost to
the State. Every time the Supreme Court is
set in motion some expense is incurred on the
part of the State.

Hon. A. SANDERSON: As one who has
tried to preserve slome consistency in dealing
with this measure, I would like to say that if
the amendment provided for the parties appearn
before a judge befare'their marriage, it would be

,.an innovation. which would have benefibial
rqsults. 'The hoan, memher who'introduod the
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Bill wants to Irame it on the English system.
1' want it to go through on the Australian system.
'Can the hon. member tell me whether there-is
ftoh a provision in any of the Australian States?

Hon. J.tNicholson: There is not.
Ron. A.SANDERSON -The, hon. member

replies very clnlldently. I asked him about
another aspect Of the Australian legislation but
he did not know anything about it. I am
inclineod to favour this proposal. It cannot
do any harm and it may do some good, but s6
far as I am personally concerned, I have nothing
but contempt for the Bill a it stands and for
the way, inside and outside the House, and
'particularly inside the House--

'Mr. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member cannot
discuss the Bill as a whole,
*Hon.. A. SANDERSON:- This is in accordance
with the remainder of the discussion of the Bill.

* The proposed new clause is another innovation
wbich, if we were at liberty to redraft or me
,consider it, as applying to the whole of Australia,
would demand the most careful consideration.
How does the hon. memnber attempt to justify
the clauseI He says it is taken from France,
where it is in operation. Is that to appeal
-to Western Australia or to Australia ? Are
the conditions in France socially, religious, and
national, similar to ours ? What weight does
the fact that it is in existence in France carry
with us I

Hon. J. W. Kirwan : If it does good there it
will do god here.

Hon. H.03. Saunders: Why waste timeI
Hon. A. SANDERSON: I am not going to

Waite any more time. I have put my views
before the Committee and we can deal with the
matter elsewhere. So far as the amendment
is concerned I do not propose to vote for or
against it. The arguments used on this most
important question have not been edifying and
have not helped to put the House in the strong
*position which it should always maintain.

Hon. J. CORNELL: I agree that the proposed
.new clause is an innovation and a novel one
,,at that. In British speaking countries we know
,that the rule of the road is to keep to the left.
',In France the traffic is alt on the right side of
the road. What is moral in Frencht countries is
immoral in British countries ; so that there is no
analogy between conditions as they exist in
PFrance and in England. Just as it is thefunction
',of those vitally interested and their parents
to bring about a marriage, so it is also the function
of the parents and triends to bring about a
reconciliation between the disaffected parties.
If the friends of the parties desiring divorce
cannot bring about reconciliation, I fail to see
how the court is going to do it. Personally I
'do not think it is for us to insert such a pro-
-vision inthe Bill. I will oppose it.
;' Hon.S. W. HICKEY: I will vote for the
* provisions of the new clause. In this instance
'Mr, Holmes objects to any attempt at recon-
'elliation ; yet I hate heard the hon. member
advocate conciliation, before arbitration.

H on. J. J. 'Holmes - I would wipe out the
Arbitration Court altogether.

Hton. J. W. ICKEY : The bon, member
'declared that he Was not'prepared to drag down
"'the divorce court to the level of the Arbitration
"-Court. In almost every divore ease in Adse-
"trails, the judge makes some attempt to bring

thie parties together. If the judgeb 'are prepared
to do that to-day, without special warrant,. surely
it is not wrong to giie them legal power to de it.
Mr. Kirwan s amendment merely coatemplatd
that an attempt at onciliation shall be one of the
first acts, . No one is bettor qualified than the
judge himself to bring about a reconciliation
between the parties. Mr, Nicholson holds that
The lawyer is best qualified of allI but it soes to
me the lawyer is not so well fitted for the tsk
as is the judge. Provision is made that all
proceedings shall be held in camera, and that
the parties sal appear in person and not be
represented by counsel. It will not then be
necessary for any person petitioning for divorce
to consult a legal practitioner. Under the
amendment it will be quite possible to go to the
court without consulting a legal practitioner at
all, Those provisions will bring about a much
n6ecfed reform.

HEon. A. J. H. SAW: The amendment seems
to me somewhat unnecessary, Divorce in this
country can only he obtained 'for very serious
reasons, and, with the excoption of adultery,
these reasons must have been in operation for
a considerable time. In these circumstances the
person seekingu relief is not likely to have under.
taken his quest lightly. That being so, I do not
believe that any intervention in the way of
reconciliation by a judge will be productive of
much good, whereas, on the other hand, it will
causo delay, which means expense. I do not
know that the efforts of the judges at recon-
ciliation. are likely to bo crowned with success.
Very often, indeed, it is to the interests of both
husband and wife that these efforts should not
be successful. Chiefly on the ground of delay
and expense, I cannot support the amendment.

Hon. H. MILLINGTON:- I cannot support
the amendment. It sets out specifically that
before a petition is-filod this provision must have
been complied with. I object to its mandatory
coharacter. If it were permissive it would have
much to recommend it. As it is, in many cases
it would he merely so much cumbersome
machinery.

Hon. J. W. Kirwan: It might take not moye
than two minutes.

Hfon. H. MILLINGTON ; But it is mandatrry
that the parties shall avail themselves of this
section before they proceed in the usual way.
I object to that. In most eases that come befo
the court efforts at reconciliation have been made
previously. On the ether hand, there are many
cases where a pto~n would absolutely refuse
conciliatory measures and where it would be
Waste Of time to ask a judge to go through all
that is set out in the proposed new elause. My
objection to it is its Mandatory nature.

The HONORARY MINISTER:- There are
many points agsast the proposed new clause.
It will mean added expense to those who want
to secure. a divorce, On the question of publicity
my opinion is that the less the public know about
these divorce eases, the better. This proposed
new claUse Will, I feel certain, .caUse greater
publicity to be given to them than in the case
at present.

Hion. J. W. Kirwan:- Not at all.
The HONORARY .MINISTER : There i.

already enough published about these matters
'witheut making it poisible for further detatils
to be given. In'- the matter of reconciliation
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I should not say that a divorce would be taken
Unless on very serious grounds. If there be a
Possibility -of a. judge reconciling two 'parties,
one of whom had taken steps to secure a dif orce

ion very -serious grounds, I do not think' any
reconciliation would be lasting. It would' be
wiser that it should not take place.

Hont. E. M:. CLARKE : When persons' are
:married, they, are married in a church and also
'before a court, as it were. I hold the ojinion
that this is a simple 'Contract betwveen' two
parties, Are there not scores of cases where
two parties go to a court and nothing in the world
will rebrbile them, but after' they have heard a
word hr two from the judge and heard each
other, a ease is frequently settled out of court ?
'If the proposed new clause will only bring about
the reconciliation of a few unhappily married
'people, it will he a good thing. If it wqrq not
'for innovation. we should be stagnant for 'ever.
This may do a lot of good, and it should do no

* harm whatsoever. There is always a certain
imoonC 6f expense attached to divorce pro-
:eedings.' When a person wants a separation
the first thing ho does is to gco to. a lawyer, andi
that legail practitioner is paid a fee for tb e advice
he gives. 1 sam sure the measure is well worthy
of a trial.

Hont. J.,.W. KIR4WAN: It se~ms to me'that
.the Honlorary Minisler has not read~phe proposed
new eline or grasped'the intentiei-L 'of it. Thp
main purpose is to 'if possible settle 'procgedings
.by reconciliation before any publicity is .givyen
"to them,' or before the miatter goes into openI,codn. IJn the' drafting of the claue specia
attentiont was paidi to making sure -that the
'proceedinigs would not, as far as possible, be
"made,.publici. It is always 'nuore difficult. to
eoffect a rccoriiliation between two parties after
the dsha hs been published in' the. paper,, and
poiiple are' talking about it. .Theie is 'nothing
eundpwsome shout the proposal. A' letter
* 'iiieroly has to be sent' to the court intimatintg that
proceedings will be' taken. -How' muchi 'aill a

'lawayer Charge for preparing a notice oftiiiteation
"'to fik a petition or to take divorce proceedings '?
'Would not -even a fee of Hfis_ 6id, he 'an
extravagant chargeI If a reconcxliatioA he
effected. as would be done in many Coops., all
further costs would step, so thIat this prop45si
'woruld'- make 'divoree proceedings' ve ry 'imuch
'cheaper. than- they are at present, '- There has
not been one sound -argument advanced
agaiiist the Pioposal. No matter how'seilous
may be the offence committed by .onceparty
or the other, there is always. abroad a
spirit of forgiveness, and it frequently happens
also that. there are faults on both sides. I am
sure that a shrewd commnon-sens judge, with a
knowledge of the world,, talking with two people
in camera, would undoubtedly have 'a good
influence in the direction of settling 'the difficulty,
In cases where this would he of dio effect no harm

-'could lUe' dbue.' Further, 1I think this would
tend to lessen the number of divorces. '

Hon. H. STEWART: I intend to support
tho,-proppsal, and I think that Mr, Xir.w.~n has
effectually answered' all the arguments used

againt it. The preliminary examination pro-
,.1vded' for 'here is quite a simple duno' and' cannot
be expensive. I hope a division will be called
for. I may say that I have paired with Mr,
Miles in thej dverit 'of .tlWCdmviittb6 'dividing,

Hon. H. MILLINGTON:. My objection to
'the proposed hiew clause is that it is mandatory.

shold- srey be"P~~olimin~lroyy preliminary
.inquiry." I would prefer to give persons both
the ordinary method, of procedure to follo0w,
'and- the proposed new 'method of procedure if
'they desired to take it. ,In certain eases it would
'be's farce for people to go before a judge, who
would conduct a preliminary inquiry, because
nothing would induce them to make up their
differences. There are cases, however, wh0'ri
'this would possibly have a good effect. Ithe
new clause could be re-drafted, and it -were
made optional fur persons to adopt this form
of procedure, I would be prepared to support
it, but I will Vote, against it as it stands.

Hon. J. W. KIRWAN : The new claush
provides that in every case the petitioner must
appear before a judge, and I do net think that
is asking too much when an -important pro-
coeding of this nature is to be taken. No doubt
in a number of cases the appearance before the
judge would be a mere matter of form, but, it
is no,hardship to require the petitioner to make
'that appearance. Thu whole of the machinery
pTqvided by the new clause will not be cem-
pulsorily brought into .pperation. That will
take pl*e ontly whent the jtidge is of opinion. that
'Popi good might restilt.

Hen. .J. W. fl(CKEY: Ii'ppreciate Mr.
:Millington's objection, for I recognise that copi-
.pulsion in any respect s"ps8 the strength of any
J~efonn. It is quite possible thait in some. o"a
the Fringing of ,the petitinnori before a judge

wol ea mer farce. On the other band
a married couple of whom one is petitioning
for divorce will not, exc~pt in the rarest of cases,
voluntarily approach a. judge with a view to
conciliation! A third party, however, can often
bring 'together two who are at variance ; and
-'.I 'believe 'a judge would frequently find a way
'out of the difficulty. I hope Mr. Millington wil
'.hot persist in his objection. I ...- I

Han:, J1. J. HOLME~S: The point raised bit
the Hfonorary minister appeals to .me-that b"
'the flew clause we shazll 'be 'giving additiori1

publicit to divorce' proc6dings, through tau
'fiiuiofthe notice of intention to file a petitiomi

'fot div&ie: Further, under the clause the
petitioner is to be enabled to wave the magic
wend before the judge without reference to the
respondent, who will not be present to heax what
is said of him or her. Mr. Miflingtont's point
'is 'aIM important. Why should we compel
people who have absolutely decided on pi-
cedinj for divorce -to iueflr the unniecesary
expense of a preliminary inkquiry from which no
good c'an result ? I
'Hon. A. 'H. PANTTON': I oppose the amend-

meat, One factor which appears to have been
overlooked is that, as 'a rule, both parties to a
'marriage' arc not suing' for divorce. To ask
a. judge to bring about a reconciliation would'be

*,n many case to ask-him to do the imnpossible.
1'ppode thih ameuudiinent also be.&auie I do n4t

.like to seA our legal" pro'oedure overburdened
jwith' th4' cost ef preliminary' proceeding,~ which
represent a serious, disability in the matter :of

"idsril'rbittatiwi, for exaih. Whe
gard to the .exclfsiohi of legal -practitioners frdMf
"'h Preliminary proceedings . unddr this clause,

We, know that the same& reetictien 'applies t14
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,proceedings in the, Arbitration Court, in con-
nection with which, however, all the evidence

ias a, rule, prepared by lawyers. Mfy fear is
that the passing of the now clause may lead
to the growing up of a lot of divorce bush lawysm,
who wil only lead the parties astray.

Bon. J. W. -KIRLWAN : With regard to
Slubelause 6 of the new clause, it is only fair to
say that the Parliamentary Draftsmen, in order
to make it perfectly certain that thle preliminary
proceedings should nut come before the public,
sided to that subolause the words " The record
of such proceedings shall not be open to public
inspection.' Those words, owing to en accident,
do not appear upon the Notice Paper ; but I
road them out when moving the new clause.
My purpose is that anx attempt should be made to
stay proceedings before any publicity 'to given
to the matter. Mr. Holmes objection was that
the judge who undertook the attempt at con-
ciliation might subsequently be influenced thereby
in the trial of the ease in open court.

Hon. J. J. Holmes: I never said anything of
the kind. I said that the judge would hear the
petitioner in the absence of the respondent.

Ron. J. W. KIRWAN : The judge would
simply hear from the petitioner that he intended
to proceed for divorce, and the reasons why.
Then it would rest with the judge to ddcide as
to summoning the respondent. It the judge
thought there was no chance-.of reconciliation,
'he would issue his certificate straight anay, and
the matter Would be decided,. However, it by
io means necessaril9 follows that the judge who

beard the preliminary. proceedings would sub-
sequently hekt-the -divovee proceedings in -court.
That would be a matter for arrangement between
the judges.

Hlon. H. STEWART. There is one point
which has not been brought clearly before the
Committee. Under Subolause 3 of the proposed
new clause, the petitioner shall .first appear
before a judge. Theme is no need to make an
effort at conciliation in such circumstances as
Mr. Millington and some other members have
in mind. If the'Tgrminds for divorce were so
well established, the petitioner would simply
appear before the jiidge and the certificate would
be granted -without the respondent being called
upon to appear. "

New clause put aR4 negativea.
Clauses 8, 9-agreed to.
Clause 10-Ante-nuptial incontinence a ground

for dissolution of marriage,
Ron. J. J. HOLMES: I move an amendment-

That after "ay" in line 1 of Sublausel ,
the words " wife or" be inserted..

the amendment. aim at extending equal con-
sideration to the wife as to the husband. If we
wish to convince the wom en that wso can legislate
justly in their behalf without them being re-
presented in Parliament. we should piece the
wife on the same footing as~the husband in laws
of this kind. There has been one set of legis-
lation for the man, and one for the woman.
'Either man has put himself on the pedestal
o r woman has done it for him. Whence the
authority caste, I do not know.
* Hon. 3. Cornell: I- do not think the hon.
member is too aerious.

Hlon. 3..HOLMES: I am serious. The hen.
member can go back to the time of the flood
and find no distinction there. Noah's instruc-
tions ire to take, himself and his wife and
enter the ark. There was no first class for him
and. second clas for. his wile.

Hon. J. NICHOLSON: I have no objection
to the amendment, and the churches all are in
accord with it. The representative of one
church said he thought what was sauce for the
goose was sauce fur the gander.

Amendment put and passed.
Hon. 3.3J. HOLMES: I move an amendment-

That after "that" in lineS3 of Subelae 1,
the words "her or" be inserted.

Hon. J. CORNELL:; I understood Mr. Nichol-
son desired the clause to apply to a woman who
became pregnant to a man and then married
another man. I think the clause goes so far as
any petitioner for a divorce would go, and so
far as any judge would consider this a ground
for divorce. As a man of the world, I hold
the amendment will do something for which we
shall probably be sorry and which we shall he
unable to rectify later en.

Hon. 3,.3. HOLMES : The effect of the clause,
if amended, would be that if a woman was
pregnant to one man and married another,
her bush"n would have the right to obtain
divorce. Surealy the hon. member will admit the
justice of giving the wife the same privilege.
If sh6 finds that some other woman is pre .gant
by her husband;' she should have the right to
divorce. The womsn would have much more
'difficulty to prove her case against the husband
than the husband would have to prove his case
against the wife. The husband could say,
" It is not mine," bus the wife could not say to
the husband, " It is yours." I am surprised to
hear Mr. Cornell's objection.

Hfon. J.. CORNELL:- Under the exiati4l law,
a woman who is prgant can avail herself of the
Bastardy Act, and can restrain the man concerned
from leaving the State. A man heretofore ha.
had ,no protection if be married a woman who
was pregnant to another man.

Ron. J. J. Holmes: This is not a question of
leaving the State.

Run. J. CORNELL: There is a limit to Mr.
Nicholson' s proposal, but not so Po Mir. lolmes's.

[The Deputy Presidentt resumed tbe Chair.)

progress reported.

BILLS (4)-IRnST READIrNG.
1, Traffic.
2, Wheat Marketing.
3, Annec Day.
4, Slaughter of Calves Restriction.
Received from the Assembly and read a first

timeo.

BILL-MENTAL TREATMENT ACT
AMENDMENT.

Returned from the Assembly without amen&L
Mont.

House a4journed at 6-17 p.m.
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